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<td>According to Prof Agnes Higgins of Trinity College Dublin, lead investigator on the evaluation of EOLAS, its success can largely be attributed to the fact that it has been co-designed and co-delivered by mental health service users themselves, in combination with clinicians.</td>
<td>&quot;The Qatari authorities have made a series of conflicting allegations to justify the detention, all of which the team rejects. We are pressing the Qatari authorities for a full explanation and for the return of the confiscated equipment.&quot;</td>
<td>One place where the replenishment is not working so great is in Sea Bright. Less than two years after they were widened, beaches in the northern half of town are badly eroded, with waves cutting through newly erected sand dunes. Miller said that area has long been an erosion hot spot, dating back to the 1600s, because the Navesink River used to break through the narrow barrier island during serious storms. Heavy development on the island has forced regular and expensive measures to replace what the waves take away.</td>
<td>French teachers — and sometimes students — have gone on strike to protest every major change in the education system. The last set of changes, which added a half-day to what had previously been a four-day school week in primary schools, prompted protests for a school year.</td>
<td>The film is shown from a flashback angle after the divorce and when Tony is recovering</td>
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from a skiing accident which has shattered her knee forcing her to take months off work to stay at a rehab center.
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At the same time, the survey showed a remarkable 21-point gap between New Yorkers’ approval of the job the NYPD is doing, at 56%, and the 35% who approve of de Blasio’s handling of the department.
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TomTom NV, the Dutch maker of navigation software and devices, rose to its highest level in almost six years as the company extended a licensing agreement with Apple Inc. and a bidding war for Nokia Oyj’s map business intensified.
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A-Rod will get a close-up look at Harper this week during the Yankees’ two-game set with the Nationals. Rodriguez will likely be playing off the bench, which means taking swings in the cage and keeping himself warm in the late innings.
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"There's a need to look at other drugs, besides beta-lactams, that are not being tested for," said Stephen Beam, who leads the executive board of National Conference on Interstate Milk Shipments (NCIMS).
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Undrafted guard Langston Galloway completed a strong debut season by being named to the All-Rookie second team on Monday. The St. Joseph’s product started the season with D-League Westchester before averaging 11.8 points and 3.3 assists in 45 games for the Knicks. He is the first undrafted player to make an All-Rookie team with the Knicks.
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Killman-Hardin, who has been in jail since his arrest in December, was suspended from
school in September shortly after the video was circulated, and the school district has said it was acting quickly, carefully and responsibly in the case.
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Every morning, the doctors and nurses used to care for her. They would do a medical check-up, followed by feeding her food and medicines. The rest of the day would be spent in ensuring that she was moved to avoid bed sores.
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Founded a year ago, FBN plans to help farmers make better decisions about crops by analyzing weather and soil information, as well as other data gathered by sensor-laden farm equipment. It can then offer recommendations on inputs such as seed, fertilizer and chemicals.
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"I tell my kids all the time that the decisions we make have rewards or consequences, and if I don't ever let them face those consequences, they can't get back on the path to rewards," Republican Sen. Kelli Ward, R-Lake Havasu City, said during debate on the budget. "As a society, we are encouraging people at times to make poor decisions and then we reward them."
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Bergen-Belsen was the first camp liberated in which victims were found alive. Though “Survey” includes footage from Auschwitz, Dachau and other camps — detailing with an unflinching gaze the remains of victims — it is Bergen-Belsen, nestled in a serene forest, it focuses on.